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What is the flagship product of Options IT?
Nigel Kneafsey: It’s our Options PIPE platform that was built to 
provide financial services firms with a completely independent and 
fully managed technology environment for driving their trading and, 
or investment management business. The PIPE supplies, as a plug 
and play solution, all underlying technology infrastructure, network 
connectivity and low-latency market data. Each client build is 
deployed as a private cloud solution within the highly secure PIPE 
environment and is fully customised.

Please tell our readers about peculiarities of PIPE Platform package?
Nigel Kneafsey: Options PIPE Platform Services include PIPE Velocity 
– which proves ultra-low latency market data, a connectivity and 
application hosting service for all major markets across North America, 
Europe and Asia. PIPE Momentum is a fully managed and optimised 
financial application hosting service offering proprietary and third party 
applications spanning the front, middle and back office.  PIPE Core is a 
business technology infrastructure service supporting all desktop and 
communication technology essential to financial services firms.  

What advantages can Options IT offer for those who keep pace with 
today’s market trends?
Nigel Kneafsey: The main advantage for clients is the overall reduction 
in the total cost of ownership for the technology they leverage without 
having to compromise performance.  The driving issue here is the extreme 
market fragmentation that has occurred on a global basis during the last 
several years, and the subsequent increased costs of managing trades 
across multiple venues and regions. This increased market complexity 
has led to the emergence and growth of new technology management 
models—Infrastructure-as-a-Service, Cloud and Private Cloud Services, 
Platform-as-a-Service—all of which go beyond traditional hosted and 
ASP service models and allow industry participants to essentially plug 
into a high-performance technology platform to access markets, receive 
market data and run trading systems. Again, the drivers here have been 
overall cost reduction and improved performance.

How dynamic is your company in the industry collaboration and 
innovation?
Nigel Kneafsey: We’re constantly expanding our global service 
coverage to provide new markets and market data products for 
our clients as well as making continual investment in the PIPE 
platform infrastructure to ensure optimal performance.Additionally, 
we’re working with an ever-growing number of financial application 
providers to ensure our clients have access to the broadest range of 
financial applications on our platform.

What’s your fee policy?
Nigel Kneafsey: Clients are able to pay-as-they-go for the services 
they take on a quarterly basis, and the fee structure is generally on 
a per-market, per-application or per-user basis, depending on the 
service the client is taking.

What market changes has Options IT witnessed in recent years?
Nigel Kneafsey: The most interesting trend for us is the number 
of investment banks now looking to outsource the management of 
their technology environment.We’ve seen a significant uptake on 
the buy-side for the private financial cloud delivery model, which 
was accelerated by the downturn that began in 2007 as well as the 
success rate that several of the early adopters had with the model. 
For example, the quick growth in the number of high-frequency 
trading firms in recent years was largely facilitated through the use 
of managed service providers like Options IT. Now we’re seeing 
the larger banks adopting that same model and they are looking to 
managed service providers for a range of solutions, which is a very 
good sign for the providers in this space.

What credo do you follow in Options PIPE design?
Nigel Kneafsey: We are looking to make it as simple and as quick 
as possible for our clients to access both the global markets and 
the applications they need to drive their trading and investment 
management business. The primary goal of the Options PIPE platform 
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Options IT Has First High-Frequency Trading Client Live in the LSE 
Colo Exchange Hosting Facility
Options IThasgone live with its first PIPE Velocity high-frequency trading 
client in the Exchange Hostingfacility at the London Stock Exchange (LSE).
Options IT was among the first service providers invited into the LSE’s 
colocationExchange Hosting facility. The addition of service providers is a 
“significant strategic stepin the evolution of the Exchange Hosting service” the 
LSE said in a formal announcementon 18 October adding that it was intended 
to create a “unique community of both trading firmsand solution providers.”

Oracle Capital Selects Options IT as Technology Infrastructure Provider
OracleCapital, a hedge fund founded by two former Lehman Brothers 
traders, has selected Options ITas its technology infrastructure provider.
Oracle has leveraged the Options PIPE Core service, a complete business 
technologyinfrastructure service supporting all desktop and mobile 
communication technology essential tofinancial services firms. PIPE 
Core is offered as a standalone solution or fully integrated with thePIPE 
Velocity and PIPE Momentum services as a complete front-to-back-office 
financialtechnology platform.

ACTIV Financial Deploys ACTIVFeed Market Data on the Options 
PIPE® Platform
ACTIV Financial, a provider of fully managed low-latency market data 
solutions, has deployed ACTIVFeed on the Options PIPE platform from 
Options IT.ACTIVFeed is the next-generation market data alternative to the 
traditionalconsolidated market data feed distributors.All Options PIPE platform 
services—PIPE Velocity, PIPE Momentum, PIPE Core—provide firmswith a 
complete and fully managed financial technology environment for all day-to-
day andmarket-specific technology infrastructure and network connectivity 
needs.

The main advantage for our clients is the overall reduction in the total 
cost of ownership for the technology they leverage without having to 
compromise performance

is to provide the highest performance technology infrastructure and 
network connectivity, while continually adding to the richness and 
diversification of the various applications and market data products 
available to clients on the platform.
We’ve intentionally remained out of the financial application 
development business to ensure complete and conflict-free neutrality 
in terms of the applications we can manage for our clients on the 
PIPE platform. By doing so, we’ve been able to create a dynamic and 
incredibly flexible environment where clients may select and deploy, 
with speed and efficiency, whichever technologies they choose to 
drive their business.

How does Options IT see the future? 
Nigel Kneafsey: We see the next five years as an arms race of sorts by 
the firms in this space—at both the data centre and platform level—to 
create the most dynamic, application and service-rich environment, 
ensuring both performance and agility. We believe competition among 
the existing players in this space will lead to a general weeding out 
of several of the providers, with only a few remaining as true utility 
service providers. Those providers, we believe, will come to be 
viewed by the industry as a necessary and fixed component to a new 
global market structure.

NEWS

TT Ships New App for Synthetic Orders
Trading Technologies International, Inc. (TT) has released Synthetic Strategy 
Engine (Synthetic SE), a server-based application that enables users to create 
and manage synthetic order types that are not natively supported by an 
exchange.

Options IT Adds Connectivity to the Australian Securities Exchange
Options IT has expanded its PIPE Velocity ultra-low latency market 
connectivity serviceto include the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX).
Velocity clients may now receive ASX market data from the Options PIPE 
platform.Options IT’s direct connectivity to the ASX comes as competition is 
increasing amongequities markets in Australia. The ASX is expected to launch 
its revamped tradingplatform later this year, and additional alternative trading 
systems are anticipated to golive in 2011. The increased competition among 
markets is anticipated to lower tradingcosts and increase trading volume in the 
market.

MPS Global Securities Announces Launch of Ultra Low Latency Solution
MPS Global Securities, an independent agency-only broker dealer, has 
launched an ultra low latency solution for high volume trading that is designed 
to be immediately compliant with the new SEC Rule 15c3-5 banning 
“unfiltered” or “naked” access.

 EVENTS
> TradeTech Liquidity 2010
> November 25, 2010 London, United Kingdom
> In its 3rd year running, this event gives you the opportunity to make your 

voice heard and opinions count. As the only liquidity event gathering 200 
heads of desk in one room, TradeTech Liquidity provides you with an 
intimate environment where the decisions taken on-site by the regulators, 
and the feedback you provide to brokers, exchanges, multilateral trading 
facilities and other solution providers, will affect your day-to-day work at 
your trading desk.

> For more information, please click here.

> OTC Derivatives Operations
> November 23-24, 2010 | London
> OTC Derivatives Operations is an exclusive event designed specifically for 

the buy-side practitioners tasked with overseeing the accuracy and clarity 
of their company’s operations. It will attract 100 plus senior decision-
makers, pioneering practitioners and leading innovators to address the 
industry’s key concerns in a professional and relaxed environment. 

> For more information, please click here.

Did you know RFPConnect’s periodical newsletter, Version Control is sent out to over 35,000 subscribers including key 
decision makers from FTSE 500 and Forbes Global 2000 companies? You can buy special editions for 750 GBP and get a one 
year premium listing on RFPConnect.com for free. 
Call us at +44 (0) 208 466 5650 or +44 (0) 207 148 4285 or email sales@rfpconnect.com

Options IT

Options IT is a global provider of ultra-low latency market 
data and connectivity, fully managed application hosting, and 
high-performance technology Infrastructure-as-a-Service for 
hedge funds, proprietary trading shops, investment banks and 
brokerages. Combining innovative, centralized technology 
solutions with highly experienced technology management and 
support staff, the Options PIPE® platform, provides clients with a 
complete financial technology infrastructure solution that is cost 
efficient, quick to market, and offers full flexibility and scalability in 
a pay-as-you-go model. The Options PIPE platform, delivers the 
scalability, strength and security of an enterprise solution with the 
efficiencies of a hosted technology service. With offices across 
North America, Europe and Asia, Options IT provides solutions to 
more than 120 clients globally.
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